ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION :
As routing in ad hoc networks is organized with the cooperation among the nodes of the network, the nodes must cooperate with each other to provide QoS support too. Such cooperation includes implementation of certain policies at the endpoints of flows and implementation of an admission control policy along the routes, to make it possible for new flows consuming limited resources from the network not to disrupt the resources of existing flows. The principal goal of our research is to provide an efficient scalable admission control protocol for wireless ad hoc networks, so as to maintain the QoS support for end-to-end connections, with well-policed flows. The requirement of any QoS support is to provide applications with guarantees at the level of bandwidth, delay and jitter. Many solutions have been proposed for QoS support in wired networks and multichannel wireless networks like TDMA or CDMA. But, the physical characteristics of single-channel wireless networks like IEEE 802.11 networks [1] do not adhere to such solutions. The Central Problem around QoS support in single-channel wireless networks represents the shared nature of the wireless medium. In multi-hop ad hoc networks, nodes cannot communicate directly, and may still lead to some contention with each other for the same shared resource. Such a contention, which we name as c-neighborhood in this paper, can affect resource allocation at individual nodes of the network in two different ways : (i) decision of resource allocation at an individual node needs information about the allocated bandwidth along the entire route of communication and the bandwidth allocated to nodes, existing beyond its transmission range; (ii) contention along a route may involve multiple nodes. Our admission control scheme is devised taking into account such characteristics of single-channel wireless networks.
We present a Multi-hop Bandwidth Management Protocol (MBMP), which deals with admission control of flows in a single-channel ad hoc network, taking into consideration the available local resources at a node and the effects of admitting a new flow at the neighboring nodes. We concentrate on single channel ad hoc networks, based on single-channel MAC layers such as IEEE 802.11. In this paper, the description and analysis of MBMP are carried out with the implementation of IEEE 802.11 protocol, although it could be combined with other singlechannel MAC layer protocols such as IEEE 802.11e [2] and SEEDEX [3] .
The following sections are organized as follows. Section 2 specifies the motivation to the current work. The characteristics of wireless communication related to admission control in ad hoc networks are discussed in section 3. Section 4 comprises the challenges and corresponding solutions to implementation of admission control in ad hoc networks. Detail design of our proposed protocol, MBMP, is covered in section 5. An analysis of overhead pertained to admission control in c-neighborhoods is carried out in section 6. Comparison of simulation results of MBMP is made with respect to SWAN [4] and DSR [5] in section 7. Section 8 includes acknowledgement. In section 9, we conclude the paper and propose the future work.
MOTIVATION:
Bandwidth management for multi-hop communications across MANETs imposes a great concern, especially for real time traffic and multimedia applications. A wide range of solutions have been proposed in the literature for bandwidth management of single-hop communications in ad hoc networks, and not many for that in multi-hop communications. It is our endeavor to devise a protocol, which could successfully deal with the issues related to bandwidth management and admission control for multi-hop flows in mobile ad hoc networks.
CHARACTERISTICS OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION:
Proper allocation of available communication resources can enhance efficient communication over a shared wireless medium. The problem of QoS support becomes even more complicated in an ad hoc network with dynamically moving mobile nodes. This section focuses on the challenges and current research on this field.
Wireless Channels:
The wireless networks principally differ from wired networks in openness of wireless networks. In wired networks, at any point of time, only authorized devices can use the communication channel, whereas wireless links are inherently shared. Any wireless node can simply send data and contend from the wireless channel. At the same time, there is no isolation from the other sources, which might be using the wireless channel with entirely different infrastructure (e.g. IEEE 802.11 & IEEE 802.15) or simply causing noise (e.g. microwave oven).The uniqueness of the structure of wireless channels leads to the following two challenges: a) Perception of Available Bandwidth: A node in a shared medium wireless network, starting to transmit a flow, consumes bandwidth at its c-neighbors. As each individual node has a different perception of the wireless network, it cannot determine on its own, if its c-neighbors have enough available bandwidth in reserve. In addition, a node cannot obtain the bandwidth information of a c-neighbor, which it cannot directly communicate with, and which lies within the carrier-sensing range of the node, but beyond its transmission range.
b)
Perception of Flow Bandwidth Consumption: Since multiple wireless nodes along a route may contend for bandwidth at a single location and do not know each other's bandwidth information, it is difficult for a node along the route of a flow, to determine how much bandwidth the flow would consume at its c-neighbors.
In the next section, we discuss the possible solutions to the above challenges.
Mobility:
Due to the mobility of nodes in ad hoc networks it becomes difficult to maintain a strict QoS. In addition, as the communicating nodes move into each other's transmission range, available bandwidth in the network decreases accordingly. Thus, QoS requirements in ad hoc networks should be relaxed to allow a better-than-best-effort service [6] . MBMP provides a QoS commitment, where a node does not necessarily break QoS requirements intentionally by admitting too many flows. But, when the commitment is broken due to mobility of a node, it sends a message to the source node regarding the changes in route. In such a case, the source may either search for a new route or reduce QoS requirements for the broken or degraded route. Due to mobility of nodes in ad hoc networks, the information gathered about the network by a node has a limited lifetime. Hence the information should be collected only when it is required. Our MBMP supports an on-demand admission control, where the message overhead is tied to the presence of flows.
Related Work:
The challenges, faced in wireless mobile ad hoc networks, refer to different aspects of restrictions over QoS requirements. Several approaches incorporating TDMA-based protocols have been proposed to support QoS requirements in wireless ad hoc networks [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , those are oriented around an effective synchronization among all nodes in the network and implement a slot allocation algorithm, which is vulnerable to mobility in the network.
Single Channel MAC layer scheduling algorithms have been suggested for resource allocations in wireless ad hoc networks [3, 12, and 13] , which implement a single channel, shared by all the nodes of the network, where QoS requirements are maintained by a coordination of transmission schedules of packets among the nodes. These approaches are more flexible even in presence of mobility, since they support localized decisions at packet level and deal with fair resource allocation at the level of individual nodes.
A number of admission control schemes for mobile ad hoc networks have been proposed [4, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . However, some proposed solutions like INSIGNIA [14] , MMWN [16] and a connectionless routing architecture [17] deal with only high level issues and do not consider the available bandwidth at the c-neighbors. Adaptive QoS Routing Algorithm (ADQR) [29] uses signal strength to predict route failures and obtains estimated bandwidth from lower layers. Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [30] protocol always finds a path with larger available bandwidth. The solutions provided by SWAN [4] , VMAC [6] , [15] , [18] , [19] do not pay any attention to the resources of the c-neighbors of a node during admission control, rather focus on only the local resources. However a node may need to consume resources of its cneighbors through contention. In our research work, we have tried to overcome the above problems by allowing our MBMP to consider both local resources as well as resources at cneighbors, while making decisions on admission control.
MULTI-HOP BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT:
The goal of admission control is to determine if the available resources can suffice to the requirements of a new flow to be admitted, not disrupting the bandwidth levels of the existing flows. To achieve this goal in ad hoc networks, we address two challenges, discussed in section 3.1, i.e. perception of available bandwidth and perception of bandwidth consumption of a flow.
Perception of Available Bandwidth:
The first challenge to MBMP is the evaluation of available bandwidth in the network where bandwidth requirements of all the flows taken together do not exceed the available resources in the network. We introduce two parameters: c-neighborhood available bandwidth and local available bandwidth. The c-neighborhood available bandwidth is defined as the maximum amount of bandwidth that a node can use without disrupting the reserved bandwidth of any existing flows in its carrier-sensing range (c-neighborhood). Local available bandwidth is defined as the amount of unused bandwidth at a node at any point of time. Hence, to admit a flow successfully, a node requires sufficient local and c-neighborhood available bandwidth.
We demonstrate a simulation using NS2 [20] with six mobile hosts with an orientation as shown in Fig. 1 . It uses MAC layer protocol IEEE 802.11, with a radio transmission range of 250m and a carrier sensing range of 550m. The wireless channel has a bandwidth of 2 Mbps. Nodes C and E are c-neighbors of each other. Node A is node C's neighbor and lies beyond the carriersensing range (c-neighbor) of node E. Three CBR flows (Flow 1, Flow 2, and Flow 3) are established between node pairs A-B, C-D and E-F respectively, with a transmission rate of 133 packets per second and a packet size of 512 bytes. Each of the flows requires a channel bandwidth of around 930 kbps, taking into account the overhead of RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK [21] handshakes and collisions (Fig.2) at the MAC layer. At time t1 seconds, node A initiates Flow1 to node B, at time t2=40 seconds, node C initiates Flow 2 to node D, and at time t3 = 80 seconds, node E initiates Flow 3 to node F. Fig. 3 demonstrates the changes in local available bandwidth at each source node as the three flows are initiated successively. Fig.4 and Fig.5 depict the throughput and delay incurred by each of the three flows respectively. As shown in Fig.3 , after Flow 2 starts, node E has a local available bandwidth of 1.07 Mbps, which is not consumed by contention from Flow 2. This much of local available bandwidth is sufficient to admit Flow 3. Consequently Flow 3 can very much achieve its desired throughput and delay (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ). In the earlier approaches to admission control [6, 4, 15, 18, 19] , as no consideration is taken for c-neighborhood available bandwidth, Flow 3 would be successfully admitted. However, since node E lies in the c-neighborhood of node C, node E can be able to consume local available bandwidth of node C. In this scenario, when Flow 3 starts, the contention from it causes the throughput of Flow 2 to decrease by 20 percent and increases the delay of Flow 2 convincingly (Fig. 4) . The decrease in QoS requirements of flow 2 is resulted as a consequence of node C having only 0.14 Mbps of local available bandwidth before Flow 3 starts, which is much less than the bandwidth consumed by Flow 3. Otherwise, node E does not possess enough c-neighborhood available bandwidth to admit Flow 3. Hence, to admit a flow, only the local available bandwidth can not suffice to the requirements, rather the node should possess enough c-neighborhood available bandwidth too.
Calculation of Local Available Bandwidth:
The local available bandwidth to a node can be defined as the unconsumed bandwidth at the node, which is to be determined by the node, by passively monitoring the activities across the network. In the current paper, we take into account the history of idle channel time, which can contribute to calculation of local available bandwidth at the node. However, the idle channel time caused by the back-off algorithm of IEEE 802.11 and collisions in the network cannot fulfill the purpose. But, as suggested in [22] , the amount of idle channel time and collision time in IEEE 802.11 is much negligible as compared to packet transmission time. Hence, considering the idle channel time for calculation of local available bandwidth can be a simple approximation of it. In [18] and [19] , the authors suggest predicting the local available resources using the reciprocal of the current transmission delay, which consequently determines the local achievable bandwidth. But, local achievable bandwidth refers to the maximum amount of bandwidth that a flow can be able to achieve competing with the existing flows, which may contradict to the purpose of admission control, as admission control should not consequently disrupt the throughput of the existing flows. Hence, in our scheme, MBMP purposefully uses idle channel time for estimation of local available bandwidth.
More or less, the channel at a node can be perceived to be either busy or idle. The channel can be perceived to be busy at any point of time, if the node is not in any one of three states: (i) the node is transmitting or receiving a packet; ii) the node is receiving a RTS or CTS message [21] from another node; (iii) the node is sensing a busy carrier with a signal strength much larger than a predefined threshold, called the carrier-sensing threshold, but the node is unable to interpret the contents of the message. After monitoring the amount of idle channel time, T idle , during every period of time, T p , the local available bandwidth, B local , for a given node can be calculated using a weighted average as in equation (1):
Where ‫ܤ‬ ′ is the local available bandwidth of the node in the preceding period, which is initially zero, ‫ܤ‬ is the channel capacity in bits per second and the weight α ∈[0, 1].
In MAC layer protocols like IEEE 802.11e [2] which support priority based flow scheduling, the estimation of local available bandwidth requires estimation of the amount of bandwidth consumed by existing low priority flows, since to admit high priority flows, low priority flows have to be deprived of their allotted bandwidth, if needed. In [23] , a method is presented to calculate local available bandwidth for each priority level, which can be easily incorporated with MBMP.
Calculation of c-Neighborhood Available Bandwidth:
To get an estimate of c-neighborhood available bandwidth, a node can implement any one of the two approaches, namely, active approach and passive approach. In active approaches, cneighbors actively exchange the information about bandwidth between each other. In passive approaches, a node has to monitor the channel passively, to obtain the c-neighborhood available bandwidth. In the current paper, we bring forward two active approaches and one passive approach for estimation of bandwidth information at c-neighbors of a node.
The MBMP-Multi-hop approach, an active approach, enables a node to broadcast queries with a limited hop count, to contact all its c-neighbors. However, limited hop count represents the bottleneck of this approach, as it could be difficult to reach all the c-neighbors with a small hop count in some specific topologies. In Fig.6 , if node A sends queries limited to 2 hops, it cannot reach nodes E and G, since they lie beyond the limited hop count, even though E & G are in the carrier-sensing range of node A. If queries are sent with a limited hop count of 3, node H can be virtually included, although it lies beyond the carrier-sensing range of node A. In addition to this, node B cannot be reached by node A, irrespective of how much the hop count is limited to, although node B is a c-neighbor of node A. The cost of a query in this approach is directly related to the number of hops required to reach the c-neighbors. In the beginning, the querying node sends a message, and consequently, all nodes, that are one hop away from the querying node, receive the message and broadcast the message further. The carrier-sensing range in IEEE 802.11 is twice the transmission range, and thus, in our simulations using IEEE 802.11, MBMPmulti-hop approach implements a hop count of 2 as its transmission range.
The MBMP-Power approach uses the benefits of power control capabilities of modern wireless technology. In this approach, a sender can take the advantage of using a larger transmission power level for its queries than the power level required for normal data transmission. This additional power level is obtained using additional hardware. In this approach, the queries of sender can reach all of its c-neighbors. It should be noted that, this technique is required only for sending bandwidth information, which occurs less frequently as compared to frequency of data transmission. Transmission of data messages occurs at normal transmission power level, since data transmission with enhanced power level may lead to reduction of network capacity. [24] . The MBMP-CS approach, a passive approach, does not implement any query message to cneighbors. With normal IEEE 802.11 operations, a node can passively monitor the medium using a Neighbor-carrier sensing Threshold, which is set to much lower than the carrier-sensing threshold. The sensing range using this threshold, called Neighbor-carrier -sensing range, covers the carrier sensing ranges of all of the sensing nodes c-neighbors as shown in Fig.6 . When a node senses the carrier strength to be smaller than the Neighbor-carrier-sensing Threshold, then there is no communication activity in its c-neighborhood and all c-neighbors of the node sense idle channels. With the amount of time that the channel is in idle neighbor state,ܶ ௗ for every period of time, T p , the c-neighborhood available bandwidth, B neighbor , can be derived using the following formula:
Where B' neighbor is the c-neighborhood available bandwidth in the preceding period of time, initially approximated to zero.
The variant of MBMP with this approach is known as MBMP-CS approach. As depicted in Fig.7 , estimation of c-neighborhood available bandwidth in MBMP-CS approach is more conservative, even though it has the lowest message overhead as compared to MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches. As shown in Fig.7 , nodes E and B are in the carrier-sensing range of node A. Node C is in the carrier-sensing range of node B, whereas node F lies in carrier-sensing range of node E. Nodes C and F are beyond the carrier-sensing range of node A and within Neighbor-carrier-sensing range of node A. Let the channel capacity be 2 Mbps and nodes C and F are transmitting at a rate of 1 Mbps each. As the local available bandwidth at nodes E and B are 1 Mbps each, the c-neighborhood available bandwidth at node A is 1 Mbps too. However, when either node C or node F transmits, node A can sense the channel not to be in idle neighbor state. For this reason, as long as the transmissions of nodes C & F do not overlap, the estimated c-neighborhood available bandwidth of node A, using Neighbor-carriersensing Threshold, will be less than 1 Mbps, since by monitoring the channel, node A could not know that node C lies beyond the carrier-sensing range of node E and does not consume the bandwidth of node E. Hence, node A can only presume that any transmission activity in its Neighbor-carrier-sensing range can consume bandwidth of all of its c-neighbors.
Evaluations of all three approaches of MBMP including their accuracy and message overhead are discussed in section 6.
Bandwidth Consumption:
The second challenge to MBMP represents the estimation of bandwidth to be consumed by a new flow so as to decide whether the available bandwidth can suffice to the requirements of the new flow. In the beginning, the transmission rate of the application should be mapped into the respective channel bandwidth requirement. In course of the mapping, the protocol overhead of the MAC layer as well as the networking layer must be taken into consideration. As an instance, IEEE 802.11 protocol, used at the MAC layer for each application data packet, must implement RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK handshake [21] . Hence, the transmission time for each data packet, T data , can be calculated as :
Where L is the size of data packets, H is the length of IP header and MAC packet header taken together, T rts , T cts and T ack are the time for transmission of RTS, CTS and ACK packets, respectively. T sifs and T difs represent the inter frame spaces for short inter frame spacing (SIFS) and distribution coordination function spacing (DIFS) respectively. For R packets with an average packet size of L generated by the application per second, the respective channel bandwidth requirement, W, of the flow can be calculated as :
In addition, multiple nodes along the route of a flow may contend for bandwidth at a single location, and as a result, each of these nodes consumes an amount of bandwidth equal to W at this location. The number of such nodes contributing to a contention is known as contention count of the route and is denoted as N ct . Thus, amount of bandwidth consumed by the flow at this location, B c , can be calculated as :
As shown in Fig. 8 , Flow 1 operates along route A→B→ C→D→E. Nodes A, B, C, D and E contend for bandwidth at node F, since they lie within carrier-sensing range of node F, and hence, the contention count at node F is 5. If Flow 1 requires a bandwidth of 2 kbps, then it consumes a minimum of 10 kbps at node F.
Assuming a node Q being c-neighbor of n transmitting nodes along the route of a flow, which requires W Kpbs of channel bandwidth, if Q lies along the route of the flow, then the bandwidth
Fig.8: Neighbor-carrier sensing approach
consumed at node Q is (n+1)W kbps and the contention count at node S is (n+1), and if Q does not lie along the route of the flow, then bandwidth consumed at node Q is nW kbps and the contention count at node Q is n. Node Q needs to identify its c-neighbors, called c-neighbor set (S c-nb ) to calculate its contention count. For a given c-neighbor set of node Q, S c-nb , and for a given route of a flow, the contention at Q, N ct , can be determined as the number of common nodes participating in transmission of the flow and c-neighbor set of node Q, which can be expressed as
Where the destination does not contend for the channel, since it only receives traffic passively and does not need to send. The c-neighbor set can be determined using both active and passive methods. In active method, each node broadcasts a hello message periodically to its one-hop neighbors. This hello message incorporates the identities of the initiator as well as its k-hop neighbors (k=1, 2, 3….) with hop counts obtained via broadcast messages from other nodes. After receiving a hello message, a receiver node fetches the identities of the initiator and the khop nodes in its c-neighbor set. Consequently, every node learns its (k+1)-hop c-neighbors' identities. For a given route of a flow, a node knows about how many nodes along the route of the flow belong to its k-hop c-neighborhood. In passive method, the c-neighbors can be learned by passively monitoring the routes and the initiator's information contained in data and control messages, which effectively reduces the communication overhead. It becomes relevant, as MBMP uses source routing from the reasons specified in section 5.1. For example, in Fig. 8 , node F learns about node D as its one-hop neighbor, when node F can listen to a message sent by node D to node E along the source route A→B→C→D→E. Node F can also infer that nodes E and C are at most two hops away and, node B is at most three hops away and node A is at most four hops away from the source route information. At the same time, if node F can listen to a message from node B along the same route, then node F will require to update its distance to node B as one hop and that to node A is two hops. Thus, node F gradually learns the accurate distance to its c-neighbors by monitoring the traffic around itself. Knowing the identities of nodes within k hops in its c-neighbor set, node F can be able to determine the contention count of a flow. A major concern around this method is that the c-neighbor set may not be complete by the time when bandwidth consumption of a flow must be calculated to perform admission control. In section 5, it is demonstrated with an example that the c-neighbor set built through the passive method is complete enough by the time when an accurate estimation of contention count of a flow is needed.
MBMP DESIGN:
MBMP (Multi-hop Bandwidth Management Protocol) incorporates single channel MAC layer protocols like IEEE 802.11 [1] , IEEE 802.11e [2] and SEEDEX [3] and performs admission control with bandwidth aware routing. Routing in MBMP involves low message overhead in the presence of mobility and implements local approach for estimation of bandwidth consumption. MBMP constitutes four components: route discovery, admission control, and building cneighbor sets.
Route Discovery:
The intention behind route discovery is to determine a route from sender to receiver that possesses sufficient resources for initiation of a flow. MBMP implements on-demand route discovery with source routing, similar to DSR [5] . We use the effectiveness of source routingbased approach, as it allows MBMP to specify directly the route, along which the packets of the flow move, and which is determined by admission control and has enough reserved bandwidth for initiation of the flow. Routing protocols like DSDV [25] , AODV [26] and TORA [27] do not necessarily implement source routing and may route the packets of the flow to some other route if sufficient resources are not available.
MBMP implements partial admission control in the process of route discovery to reduce the message overhead, so as to eliminate routes with insufficient for the flow available bandwidth. In this approach, prior to sending data, a source node broadcasts a route request message to its neighbors. This route request message contains the bandwidth requirement of the connection, computed as in equation (4), the address of the initiating node, address of the destination node, and a record of sequence of hops of the route, along which route request message is sent via the ad hoc network. This sequence of hops, known as partial route (PRoute) is used to determine the lower bound of contention count along the entire route and to eliminate the circular routes. Every node that receives the route request message implements partial admission control to determine if there is enough available network bandwidth to admit the flow along the partial route. In case partial admission control does not succeed or the partial route contains loops, the route request is rejected. Otherwise, the node appends its own address to the partial route and rebroadcasts the route request message.
If the route request message reaches the intended destination node, the partial route in the route request becomes a full route. Following it, the destination node reverses the full route and sends a route reply message back to the initiating source node along the same route. In case multiple route request messages carrying different routes arrive at the destination node, the destination node sends a route reply message only along one of the routes, selected with reference to some selection criterion like shortest route or first route request etc. However, the other routes are cached as backup routes in case the first route reply message does not reach the initiating node due to link failure or admission failure. At each node along the route of the route reply message, full admission control is performed. When admission control succeeds at a node, a soft reservation of bandwidth is set up and the route reply message is forwarded to the next hop along the route. Otherwise, an admission failure message is returned to destination node. When the nodes along the path of the admission failure message to destination receive this message, the soft reservations of bandwidth at these nodes implemented earlier are dropped explicitly. After receiving the admission failure message, the destination node selects another cached route and sends a route reply message along this route. If the route reply message successfully reaches the source node, enough end-to-end bandwidth along the route must have been reserved and the communication can start.
MBMP Admission Control Algorithm:
In the process of route discovery, multiple possible routes can be determined by the source node to reach a destination. Consequently, admission control must be used to identify a route which can admit the new flow. At each node along the route, decision on admission control can be carried out on the basis of expected bandwidth consumption of the flow as well as the available bandwidth at the node and its c-neighbors. MBMP implements admission control in two phases of route discovery. (1) Partial admission control is performed during route request, when each node along the route receives route request message; (2) Full admission control is performed during route reply, when each node along the route receives a route reply message. This separation of admission control in two phases is necessary, since during route request phase, the entire route to the destination is unknown yet. The expected bandwidth consumption of the flow calculated on the basis of partial route carried in the route request message may be smaller than the actual bandwidth consumption of the final route, since the contention count of the final route cannot be calculated in this phase. Hence, admission control in this phase cannot be complete due to inaccurate estimated bandwidth consumption of the flow, and thus, is called partial admission control. Partial admission control is used as a first pass to weed out routes and reduce message overhead by avoiding multiple route requests around hot spots in the network, since it may be over-optimistic in admitting flows. In section 7, the effectiveness of partial admission control is clearly demonstrated via simulations. Full admission control provides an accurate admission control, since during route reply phase, the full route to destination is known.
Partial Admission Control:
In MBMP, after receiving a route request message, a node implements partial admission control by comparing its available bandwidth with probably underestimated bandwidth consumption, calculated using partial route (equations (5)& (6)). However, types of available bandwidth used in partial admission control in three versions of MBMP, i.e. MBMP-multi-hop, MBMP-power and MBMP-CS, are different. In MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-CS approaches, estimation of cneighborhood available bandwidth involves identification of c-neighbors, which is an expensive operation. For this reason, querying c-neighbors should be avoided for the nodes, which do not lie along a viable route to destination. As route request messages are flooded across the entire network, to reduce overhead during a route request phase, only local available bandwidth for a node is calculated using equation (1) and compared with bandwidth consumption of the flow. If the local available bandwidth appears to be less than bandwidth consumption of the flow, then admission control is dropped. Otherwise, admission control is performed and route request message is forwarded to the next hop along the route to destination. In MBMP-CS approach, the bandwidth consumption of the flow is compared to both local available bandwidth and cneighborhood available bandwidth taken together, since in this approach, estimation of cneighborhood available bandwidth does not involve extra message overhead, and estimation of c-neighborhood available bandwidth is carried out with equation (2).
Full Admission Control:
Full admission control is performed by a node in route reply phase, when it receives a route reply message. At first, the local available bandwidth of the node is compared with calculated bandwidth of the flow at the node's location. Estimation of bandwidth consumption of the flow in this phase is accurate, since the route reply message in this phase incorporates the full route. If the local available bandwidth of the node is found to be higher than the bandwidth consumption of the flow, the c-neighborhood available bandwidth of the node is compared with the bandwidth consumption of the flow.
To achieve the above, the three approaches of MBMP use different approaches, as discussed in section 4.1.2. In MBMP-power and MBMP-multi-hop (both active) approaches, a node, after receiving route reply message broadcasts an admission request message (via multi-hop or enhanced power techniques), to its c-neighbors, which holds the full route of the flow. After receiving the admission request massage each of the c-neighbors of the node calculates the bandwidth consumption of the flow using equations (4), (5) and (6), and compares it with its local available bandwidth. If the local available bandwidth at the node is found to be smaller than the bandwidth consumption of the flow, then the node sends an admission rejection message back to the initiator and the admission control in c-neighborhood of the node fails. In case an admission rejection message is not received by the initiator in a stipulated period of time, it times out and the initiator assumes that the full admission control succeeds. The stipulated period of timeout is determined by the propagation delay, transmission time of admission rejection message and computation time. Some c-neighbors of the node may fail to receive the admission request broadcast message as a result of collisions. Since a node may belong to c-neighborhood of multiple nodes along a route, it is however, unlikely that a node fails to receive the admission request broadcast message. In Fig. 8 , for example, node F lies in the c-neighborhood of nodes A,B,C,D, and E. Nodes A, B, C, D and E all broadcast admission request messages for Flow 1. Node F only needs to receive the admission request broadcast message from at least one of the above nodes for admission control to succeed.
Passive approach MBMP-CS does not incorporate any request / reject message during admission control of the flow and calculation of c-neighborhood available bandwidth is done using passive approach. A node, after receiving a route reply message, estimates its cneighborhood available bandwidth using equation (2), compares it with bandwidth consumption of the flow, and accordingly decision can be taken regarding admission control. As elaborated in section 4.1.2, three versions of MBMP possess different message overhead and different levels of accuracy in full admission control.
Building c-Neighbor Set:
The accuracy of admission control strictly depends on the completeness and accuracy of cneighbor set. Information about c-neighbors in MBMP can be gathered by monitoring control and data messages incorporated in c-neighbor set. In the absence of communication activity in a node's neighborhood for a long period of time, the c-neighbor set entries at this node may all time out. Consequently, if a new flow needs to go through this node, the node would not be able to give an accurate estimation of bandwidth consumption of the flow due to the absence of its cneighbor set. Nevertheless, our following analysis shows that such a scenario happens rarely. When the route request messages are flooded across the entire network in the route request phase, and the route request message carrying the partial route it has traversed, reaches the node, the node can cache the last two hops of the partial route as its c-neighbor set and collect information about its c-neighbors. Again, as admission request messages in MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches are sent to reach c-neighbors, the c-neighbor set can further be updated by caching the senders and forwarding nodes of these messages in the c-neighbor set. Finally, after receiving the route reply message, a node can add the last two forwarding nodes of this message to its c-neighbor set. Hence, till the moment a node needs to implement full admission control, its c-neighbor set must have been filled up optimally. 
An Example:
We illustrate the process of route discovery and admission control in three variants of MBMP (Fig.9,10 ,11,12,13, 14, 15) . The tables under each node in these figures specify the c-neighbor set cached with the node. We presume in this example that the carrier-sensing range is twice the transmission range and hence the c-neighbor sets for nodes cache up to the 2-hop neighbors. To start with, the nodes do not receive any message and c-neighbor sets are empty (Fig. 9a) .
In the beginning, node A initiates a connection to node D, for which it first maps the requirement of transmission rate of the connection to bandwidth requirement, W as per equation (4). Following it, node A initiates partial admission control. If the partial admission control succeeds, node A broadcasts a route request message with partial route {A} and a bandwidth requirement W (Fig. 9b) . On receiving the route request message, node B adds node A to its cneighbor set, updates the partial route to {A, B}, and performs partial admission control. With reference to equations (5) and (6), the bandwidth consumption at node B can be estimated to be:
As only the partial route is known yet, B c is underestimated, as discussed in section 5.2. But, it does help to weed out all routes that begin with A→B, if it could be concluded that node B does not possess sufficient bandwidth. In MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches (active), node B compares B c with its local available bandwidth as per equation (1). If its local available bandwidth is found to be greater than B c , the partial admission control succeeds at node B and node B rebroadcasts the route request message with partial route {A, B} (Fig. 9c) . As per MBMP-CS (Passive) approach, due to light weight estimation of c-neighborhood available bandwidth, node B compares its c-neighborhood available bandwidth with B c in the process of partial admission control, with reference to equation (2) .
On receiving the route request broadcast message from B, node A adds node B to its c-neighbor set. As node A already exists in the partial route, it drops the route request message to avoid creating a circular route. On receiving the route request broadcast message from node B, node C adds both nodes A and B, available in the partial route, to its c-neighbor set and performs partial admission control similar to node B. If partial admission control succeeds at node C, it broadcasts route request message with partial route {A, B, C} (Fig. 9d) . On receiving this route request broadcast message from node C, node B caches node C in its c-neighbor set and drops the route request message. On receiving the route request broadcast message from node C, the destination node D adds nodes B and C to its c-neighbor set and performs partial admission control. On successful partial admission control, node D reverses the route and sends a route reply message back to node C (Fig. 10a, 12a, 14a) . At any point of time, in the process of partial admission control along the route A → B → C → D, if partial admission control does not succeed at a node, the partial admission control initiated by node A is dropped.
As per MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches, when node C receives the route reply message, it performs full admission control by comparing its local available bandwidth with the bandwidth consumption of the flow, which is estimated as:
If full admission control succeeds at node C, then it broadcasts an admission request message to all its c-neighbors via multi-hop or enhanced power (Fig.10b&12b) . On receiving the admission request message from node C, node A adds node C to its c-neighbor set and calculates the bandwidth consumption of the flow as 3W since:
If node A's local available bandwidth appears to be insufficient to accommodate the flow, then admission request is dropped and a message, regarding the failure of admission of the flow, is sent to node C and then from node C to node D (Fig. 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, 13a, 13b, 13c and 13d) . If all the c-neighbors of node C possess enough local available bandwidth to admit the flow, then none of them sends admission rejection message. After node C times out, it sets up a soft reservation of the bandwidth and forwards a route reply message to node B. (Fig. 10C&12C) . If full admission control succeeds at node B, then node B forwards the route reply message to node A. After a full admission control for the flow is accomplished at node A, the route (A→B→C→D) is supposed to have enough available bandwidth for the flow and transmission of data packets can resume (Fig. 10a,10b, 10c, 10d, 10e, 10f, 10g, 10h, 12a, 12b,12c, 12d, 10b , 12e, 12f, 12g, 12h).
It should be noted that in MBMP-CS, no admission request message is sent as depicted in Fig. 14. On receiving a route reply message, a node performs full admission control by comparing the bandwidth consumption of the flow with the directly estimated c-neighborhood available bandwidth as per equation (2) and its local available bandwidth as well. In case there is enough c-neighborhood available bandwidth for the flow, then the route reply message is forwarded to next hop along the route until it reaches node A, as in Fig. 14 . Along the route, if at any node, the c-neighborhood available bandwidth is found to be smaller than the bandwidth consumption of the flow, then an admission rejection message is sent back to the destination, as depicted in Fig. 15 , and consequently, admission control for the flow is dropped.
ANALYTICAL EVALUATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS:
As MBMP-CS approach does not impose any additional message overhead for estimation of cneighborhood available bandwidth, we compare the overhead of only MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches. During the transmission of a control message using enhanced power level or multi-hop nodes, more interference is imposed to the network than in case of a normal message. To estimate the overhead in both MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches, we use the total number of times that nodes receive admission request and admission rejection messages. In the process, we carry out an analytical evaluation followed by the simulations.
Let the transmission range of a node in a network with N nodes be R and the carrier sensing range be 2R. The density function ρ(x,y) represents the number of nodes in a unit area centered at location (x,y). Let d xy be a very small square region centered at location with area d. Hence the number of nodes in d xy , say K, can be expressed as the product of area and the density, i.e.
K=ρ(x,y) × d ………………….………. (7) Let the probability of each node in the network generating an admission request per unit time is q. Thus, the expected number of admission requests per unit time in region d xy can be calculated as N e = q × ρ(x,y) × d …………………… (8) Assuming that MBMP-multi-hop approach is used with 2 hops, it is more conservative in terms of overhead, but however, may not reach all nodes in carrier-sensing range. In this approach, an admission request message is heard by πR 2 ρ(x,y) nodes and each of these nodes rebroadcasts the admission request message, and as a result the admission request message is received by a node times. In MBMP-power approach, 4πR 2 ρ(x,y) nodes can hear the admission request message.
With respect to the above analysis, splitting the whole network into small square regions with area d, the expected ratio of overhead of the two approaches,θ can be estimated as:
Where (x i ,y i ) is the location of the i th region and n=
As per general means inequality, for n positive numbers x 1 , x 2 … x n , …. (10) Where the equality holds for x 1 =x 2 =x 3 =…..=x n.
From equations (9) and (10), we obtain = ..….. (11) Where the equality holds for a uniform density for all locations (x,y) in the network. Thus, the theoretical lower bound of the overhead ratio of MBMP-multi-hop to MBMP-power is , which can be achieved when density of nodes is constant across the entire network. Hence, the higher the density of the network, the lower the overhead of MBMP-power approach as compared to that in MBMP-multi-hop approach. When the number of neighbors in a node's transmission range, , exceeds 3, MBMP-multi-hop approach imposes a higher overhead than the MBMP-power approach.
The above analytical evaluation is verified through simulations under different node densities. In our simulations, we have used 10 to 70 mobile hosts, randomly distributed in an area of 1000 m x 1000 m. Five different scenarios are used for each density. The radio transmission range is 250m and the carrier-sensing range is 550m. The bandwidth of the channel is 2 Mbps. Ten randomly chosen pairs of nodes are used to establish a connection for a CBR traffic with transmission rate of 10 packets per second, the size of each packet being 512B. The mobility of nodes supports the random way-point model. The speed of nodes is 5 m/sec and the pause time is 20 sec. The simulations did run for 200 sec.
The overhead ratio of MBMP-multi-hop versus MBMP-power, obtained from theoretical analysis as well as the simulations, is depicted in Fig. 16 . It can be observed that overhead ratio as per the simulations, is higher than the theoretical lower bound, as shown in Fig. 16 . As per equation (11) , when the nodes in the network are not evenly distributed, the overhead ratio becomes higher than the theoretical lower bound. We can also conclude from the simulations that MBMP-power has a comparatively less overhead than MBMP-multi-hop approach, when the average density of nodes in the ad hoc network is more than 15.3 nodes/10 6 m 2 , which is too low a density to maintain connectivity of an ad hoc network as shown in [28] .
EVALUATION:
Performance of MBMP is evaluated by us in this section through simulations using network simulator NS2 [20] . In the simulations, IEEE 802.11 [1] is used as the MAC layer protocol, as it does not support the QoS requirements. Hence, the results of simulations are oriented towards the effectiveness of MBMP, rather than that of QoS scheduling algorithms. MBMP is capable of providing guarantees in terms of average performance of flows over a short period of time (1 second) instead of instantaneous throughout / delay requirements of the flow, as IEEE 802.11 The QoS violation rates of MBMP-multi-hop, MBMP-power, MBMP-CS, SWAN and DSR are depicted in Fig. 27 . It can be clearly observed that the QoS violations of all three versions of MBMP are very close to zero and overlap each other irrespective of the density of the network. But QoS violations in SWAN and DSR are observed to be much larger as compared to all three versions of MBMP (MBMP-multi-hop, MBMP-power, MBMP-CS) with DSR [5] and SWAN [4] for accuracy in bandwidth management and the incurred overhead. 
Effectiveness of MBMP:
In our simulations, we have used a 1000m x 1000m static network with 20 randomly positioned hosts to illustrate the effectiveness of MBMP. Nine CBR flows are attempted to establish in the network with randomly chosen source and destination nodes. Table-1 Fig. 17 and Fig. 22 respectively. As DSR does not implement any admission control procedure, addition of new flows results in congestion in the network, which consequently decreases throughput and dramatically increases the delay of the flows. Accordingly, Fig. 18 and Fig. 23 demonstrate the throughput and delay using SWAN respectively. It can be observed that only flows 1 to 5 are admitted by SWAN and the flows possess a more stable throughput and the delays of the flows are much lower as compared to that using DSR. But, with increased number of flows in the network, a significant degradation in throughput can be noticed and the delay increases significantly too, since SWAN does not take into account contentions between flows located in each other's c-neighborhood, which may lead to falsely admitted flows, and which may consequently affect QoS of existing flows, as depicted in the throughput and delay of flows 2 and 3 in Fig. 18 and Fig. 23 respectively. The throughput and delay of the flows in MBMPmulti-hop, MBMP-power and MBMP-CS are shown in figures [19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26] . It can be observed that all three versions of MBMP maintain the throughput of the admitted flows. The worst-case delay of flows in all three versions of MBMP taken together is recorded to be below 35 ms, which is 100 times smaller than that of SWAN (i.e. 3.5 seconds), and 823 times smaller than the worst case delay of DSR (i.e. 28 seconds). It should be noted that the scales used in Fig.  22 and Fig. 23 are different from each other and are much larger than the scale used in figures 24,25,26.
Evaluation of Accuracy of Bandwidth Management:
The accuracy of admission control can be measured using two metrics: 1) number of false admissions; 2) bandwidth utilization. A false admission occurs when a flow is admitted, whose bandwidth consumption is beyond the available capacity of the network. The principal characteristic of a falsely admitted flow is that it either degrades the QoS requirements of already admitted flows or it is unable to achieve its own QoS requirements. Hence the number of false admissions can be assumed from the rate of QoS violations of admitted flows, which is the summation of actual throughput of admitted flows subtracting the summation of traffic generation rate of their CBR sources, i.e. N f = …………… (12) Where N f is the QoS violation parameter, tr i is the transmission rate of CBR source of i th flow, and th i is the actual throughput of i th flow. In fact, admission control should maintain QoS violation level to zero, and a negative value of QoS violation parameter indicates false admission. The second metric of evaluation of accuracy of admission control is bandwidth utilization. If an admission control can afford to reject a flow whose bandwidth consumption is very much within the capacity of the network, then the bandwidth of the network remains underutilized, by however, reducing the amount of traffic across the network. Thus, the total throughput of admitted flows in the network indicates the bandwidth utilization. We have carried out a comparison in our simulations, the total throughput and QoS violations of already admitted flows using all three versions of MBMP with that of the admission control algorithm used in SWAN [4] . The performance of DSR is also examined by us to demonstrate the necessity of admission control.
In our simulations, 450 1000 m x 1000 m networks are randomly generated. The number of nodes in the network range from 20 to 180. Each of the simulations did run for 200 seconds. Twenty randomly chosen pairs of nodes attempt to establish a connection with each other with a CBR traffic source. The transmission rates of CBR sources are uniformly distributed in [10, 50] packets per second with the packet size uniformly distributed in [100, 1000] bytes. For the mobility of the nodes, the random way point model is used, with maximum speed of 5 meters / second and a pause time of 10 seconds.
The QoS violation rates of MBMP-multi-hop, MBMP-power, MBMP-CS, SWAN and DSR are depicted in Fig. 27 . It can be clearly observed that the QoS violations of all three versions of MBMP are very close to zero and overlap each other irrespective of the density of the network. But QoS violations in SWAN and DSR are observed to be much larger as compared to all three versions of MBMP, which indicates that, there could be more false admissions in SWAN and Fig. 28 . It can be obviously observed that the throughput of all three versions of MBMP is much larger than that of SWAN and DSR. However, the throughput of SWAN is close to that of MBMP-CS only when the density of nodes in the network is 60 nodes per 10 6 m 2 , but it is still smaller than the throughput of MBMP-multi-hop and MBMPpower. It indicates that the bandwidth utilization in MBMP is high as the capacity of the network is not reduced in any case. In addition to this, all three versions of MBMP convincingly reduce the amount of collisions among admitted flows as it has fewer false admissions, which consequently increases the capacity of the network. It is also observed that throughput of MBMP-CS is lower than that of MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power when the density of nodes in the network is low, which is a consequence of the conservative c-neighborhood bandwidth estimation (section 4.1.2), used in MBMP-CS approach. But, with increasing density of nodes in the network, the message overhead involved in active c-neighborhood bandwidth estimation used in MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches increases convincingly, which consumes more network capacity and causes a prominent reduction of throughput, and thus, throughput of MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power falls below the throughput of MBMP-CS, as bandwidth estimation in MBMP-CS involves negligibly small overhead even in higher densities of nodes in the network. Hence, it can be concluded that in dense networks, throughput of MBMP-CS exceeds that of MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power approaches. In active admission control methods, like MBMP-multi-hop and MBMP-power, the amount of control messages is increased as they require c-neighbors to exchange control messages for admission control during admission request and admission rejection phases. On the other hand, an effective admission control reduces the number of control messages used during route discovery for two reasons. 1) the admission control performed during route request phase can initially eliminate the routes with insufficient bandwidth for the flow, causing a reduction of route requests in the hot spots; 2) by preventing the network from being overloaded, an effective admission control can reduce the number of link failures caused due to collisions between neighboring nodes, which consequently reduces the number of control messages caused due to re-establishment of routes.
For evaluation of effectiveness of MBMP with respect to control message overhead, the number of control messages used in the simulations in section 7.2, including route request, route reply, admission request and admission rejection messages, is recorded and compared with DSR and SWAN. The number of control messages during the simulations, is depicted in Fig. 29 . It can be noticed from Fig. 29 , that the control message overhead of DSR is the largest, which demonstrates that the overall effect of admission control can reduce control message overhead. The control message overhead of MBMP-multi-hop is larger than SWAN due to its extra message overhead of admission request and admission rejection messages. As demonstrated in section 6, the control message overhead in MBMP-power is smaller than that of MBMP-multihop. MBMP-power possesses less message overhead as compared to that of SWAN too, since it reduces control message overhead for route discovery, thereby compensating its extra message overhead of communication with its c-neighbors. MBMP-CS possesses the lowest message overhead, since it does not impose any extra control messages except the messages used for route discovery. It could be observed from the simulations, that even though MBMP implements varieties of control messages to perform admission control, its bandwidth-aware routing reduces the total control message overhead. As depicted in Fig. 28 , MBMP never reduces the capacity of the network, and hence, its message overhead is very much acceptable.
Although MBMP is purposefully designed for efficient bandwidth management, its bandwidthaware routing strategy essentially balances the load in the network, as routes through hot spots are usefully rejected. Thus, even though MBMP provides higher throughput than SWAN and DSR, it has control over the delay suffered by the packets in the network, by avoiding congested areas in the network. The average per hop delay of a packet in the simulations (section 7.2) is demonstrated in Fig. 30 . It can be observed from Fig. 30 , that all three versions of MBMP achieve much lower packet delay than SWAN and DSR, which ultimately indicates the excellent capability of MBMP to balance the load in the network.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
In our current research paper, we have presented three methods to achieve bandwidth management in multi-hop mobile ad hoc networks with admission control. Major contribution of this paper is the inclusion of information from nodes within the carrier-sensing range and outside transmission range during the process of admission control. As demonstrated through simulations, MBMP effectively manages requests for bandwidth even beyond the capacity of the network, and consequently reduces the control message overhead on the network. However, it performs only the admission control part of QoS protocol stack. It can be combined with many existing QoS protocols, such as QoS-aware MAC protocols. Different QoS-aware MAC protocols and admission policies may affect the definition of local available bandwidth so that extensions of equations (1) & (2) may be required for estimation of local / c-neighborhood available bandwidth.
